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A CONSTRUCTIVE MIXING CONDITION FOR 2-D GIBBS 
MEASURES WITH RANDOM INTERACTIONS1 

BY J. VAN DEN BERG 

CW! 

For spin systems with random, finite-range interactions, we define an 
analog of the usual weak mixing property, which we call "weak mixing in 
expectation" (WMEl. This property implies (almost sure) uniqueness of the 
Gibbs measure. 

We concentrate on the two-dimensional case, for which we present 
finite-volume conditions which are sufficient for WME. We also show the 
reverse: if the system is WME, then the condition is satisfied for some 
(sufficiently large) volume. Simultaneously, we obtain an extension (to 
random interactions) of the result by Martinelli, Olivieri and Schonmann 
that weak mixing implies strong mixing. 

Our method is based on a rescaled version of the disagreement per
colation approach of van den Berg and Maes, combined with ideas and 
techniques of Gielis and Maes, and Martinelli, Olivieri and Schonmann. 
However, apart from some general results on coupling, stated in Section 2, 
this paper is self-contained. 

1. Motivation. In this section we discuss the relationship with some 
other results in the literature and explain the motivation for the research 
which led to this paper. Readers not yet familiar with Gibbs measures are 
advised to read Section 2 first. 

1. A few years ago van den Berg and Maes (1994) obtained a new single-site 
uniqueness and mixing condition for Gibbs measures, which in some situa
tions gave a better result than the classical Dobrushin (1968) condition [see 
also van den Berg (1993)]. This new condition was based on estimating the 
influence of a boundary condition in terms of percolation-like probabilities. 
Their paper questions whether this condition also has a so-called construc
tive extension [in the sense that the Dobrushin and Shlosman (1985) CDS) 
condition is a constructive extension of the Dobrushin condition]. Part of 
our result can indeed be interpreted as such an extension for the two
dimensional case. 

2. Gielis and Maes (1995) have shown that the condition of van den Berg and 
Maes can be easily adapted to the case of random interactions. This led to 
a simpler proof of several results in the literature, for example, results in 
an article by Bassalygo and Dobrushin (1986). We show that this kind of 
adaptation still works for the constructive extension, mentioned above. 
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3. It is believed that in many situations uniqueness of the Gibbs measure, 
when it holds, can, in principle, be shown by checking the DS condition 
for sufficiently large boxes. (We write "in principle" because, in practice, 
the amount of computational work involved is often much too large for 
even the most powerful computers.) One may wonder if there is a similar 
procedure for the case ofrandom interactions (where one would like to check 
almost-sure uniqueness of the Gibbs measure). For instance, consider an 
Ising model with no external field and with nearest neighbor interactions 
which, independent of each other, have value J or -J with probability 1/2. 
Here J > 0 is the parameter of the model. It is believed that in the two
dimensional case, for each J, for almost all realizations of the interactions 
there is a unique Gibbs measure. However, the best rigorous result [by 
Newman (1994)] is that this holds for all J < J"' the critical interaction 
value for the "ordinary" ferromagnetic Ising model. As far as we know, no 
recipe is even known which, in principle (with sufficient computer power) 
is believed to yield, for some e > 0, a proof of uniqueness for J < Jc+ e. We 
hope that our results, at least theoretically, open the way to such a recipe. 

4. The DS condition implies not only uniqueness of the Gibbs measure, but 
also the so-called weak mixing property. Martinelli, Olivieri and Schon
mann (1994) have shown that, for two-dimensional spin systems, this is 
equivalent to a seemingly stronger mixing property (which, in turn, in any 
dimension, implies the DS condition for sufficiently large boxes). Summa
rizing, they show that in the two-dimensional case, weak mixing, strong 
mixing and a constructive condition (for sufficiently large boxes) are equiv
alent. We give a self-contained proof of such a result for the case of random 
interactions. 

2. Definitions and preliminaries. We give a brief introduction to the 
notions we need. 

Coupling and variational distance. We describe here the tools we need. 
For more information see Lindvall (1991). 

Let L be a finite set and let X 1 and X 2 be two L-valued random variables 
with distribution p1 and p2 , respectively. The variational distance is defined 
by 

Var(p1, P2) = ~ L IP1(a) - P2(a)I. 
aeL 

An equivalent definition is 

Var(p1, P2) = max \P1(E)- P2(E)\. 
EcL 

As the name suggests (and is immediately clear from the definition), the vari
ational distance satisfies the triangle inequality: if p3 is another probability 
distribution on L, then 

(1) Var(pu p3 ):::: Var(p1, p2 ) + Var(pz, Pa). 
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If ( X 1 , X 2 ) is an L x L-valued random variable such that X 1 has the sa11 

distribution as X 1 and X 2 the same distribution as X 2 , then we call it a co 
pling of X 1 and X 2, and its distribution a coupling of p 1 and p 2 . The simple 
coupling of p1 and p2 is the product coupling p 1 x p2 . It is well known (a1 
easily seen) that the probability that X 1 =j:. X 2 is always at least Var(p1, P: 
It is also well known that there exists an optimal coupling, for which equali 
holds, that is, if we denote the distribution for such a coupling by P, then 

Another result we will use is the following: if the probability distributic 
p1 is a mixture (or convex combination) of p'1 and p';, and p 2 is a mixture 
P2 and p~, say p 1 = a 1p'1 + (1- ai)p~ and p2 = a 2 p2 + ( 1 - cl'2 )p~. then 

(2) Var(p 1, p 2 ):::: max{d(p'1, P2), d(p'1, p~). d(p'{, P2), d(p'{, p~)}. 

A similar result holds for mixtures of more than two distributions. 

Gibbs measures on zc1. Let S be a finite set (the Hingle-site state space 
Infinite-volume Gibbs measures are certain probability meaAures on n = s~ 
To define them we first need several other definitions and additional notatio 
Elements of n (or, more generally, S x, where X c Z" J wi 11 typically be denote 
by w( = ( w;, i E X) ), a, T and so on. If such an element is random (i.e., 
random field), we will mostly use the notation er. 

If X C zc1, w E SX and y E Z", then X + y := {x + y: x E X} and w + 
denotes the unique element of sx +.v which satisfies ( 11> + y )1 = <"i 1., i E X + 

If a E S x and Y c X, then a r l the restriction of a to Y J denotes tl 
(unique) element W E 3r which satisfies Wi = <r1 , i fC Y. 

If ll' E ,sx, a' E ,sx· and X n X' = 0, then 1rn' denotes the "concatenatio: 
of a and a'. More precisely cw:' is the unique w E sx .x which satisfies wi 

a;. i EX and wi =a;, i EX'. 
The notation X cc Z" means that X is a finite Hubsct of Z". 
The norm on zt1 we use is 

d 

II v 11= LI VI 1. VE Z". 
i"' I 

The diameter of a set X cc zt1 is given by diam( X) == max{ll v - w II : 
w EX}. 

The distance between two sets X, Y cc Z" is defined aH d( X, Y) : 
min{ll x -- y II: x EX, y E Y}. 

The boundary ii X of a set X cc: Z" i1-1 ddincd by 

1/X == ilrX := {i E Z": 0 .- d(u, X) ::: r}, 

where r is a positive integer <which depfmds on the syRteml explained belo• 
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A potential (or interaction) U is a family U x, X cc zd, of functions 
Ux: sx ~ R. 

We will assume that there exists an integer r ::::: 0 (the range of the inter
actions) such that U x = 0 if diam(X) > r. 

Now let A cc zd and T E sr1A. The energy function for A, with boundary 
condition (b.c.) r is defined by 

Ux((rn)x), 
X: XcAUr7A 

and the finite-volume Gibbs measure on A, with b.c. r is the probability dis
tribution on SA defined by 

(3) 7 ( ) ._ exp(-HA(a)) 
f-lA a .- Z ' 

where Z is a normalizing constant (called partition function), which depends 
of course on r. 

REMARK. Usually one introduces an extra parameter (called the inverse 
temperature) as a factor in the exponent of the above expression. This is essen
tial if one studies the behavior of the system as function of the temperature. 
However, we will not do this; we consider this factor as already taken into 
account by the potentials U x. 

If Ll. c A, then 1-lA,:::.. denotes the "restriction of µ,A to Ll.", that is, the distri-
bution on s:::. defined by 

(4) 

It is not difficult to check the following Markov property. Let Ll. c X CA cc 
zd, and r E S11A. Since µ, ~\ is a distribution on S'\ it is reasonable to define, 
for a subset V of A, its boundary w.r.t. A by B'V := r7V n A. Now let Y be such 
that;/ X c Y c A\ X, and let y E SY. Then 

(5) 
µ,7A(1r::,. =a I £Ti= Yi, i E Y) = µ,A(1r:::,. =a I ui = Y;, i E ;/X) 

(Ty),,X( ) 
=f-lx.::i. a. 

We say that a probability measure µ, on n is an infinite volume Gibbs 
measure (w.r.t. the potential U) if, for all A cc zd and a E SA, 

(6) (µ,-a.s.) 

By standard arguments (take weak limits of appropriate sequences of finite
volume Gibbs measures), it can be shown that at least one such infinite-volume 
Gibbs measure exists. One of the main questions in the theory of Gibbs mea
sures is under which conditions the Gibbs measure is unique. If it is not 
unique, it is said that there is a phase transition. In much of the literature, 
besides the finite-range condition stated above, it is also assumed that the 
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potential U is translation invariant, which means that for all X cc zd and 
all er E SX and VE zd, U x(cr) = U X+v(a- + u). 

For further study of Gibbs measures, see Georgii (1988). 

Random interactions. In the discussion above, the potential functions 
U X• X cc zd, were fixed. We now consider the case that first these potential 
functions are chosen according to some random mechanism, and then the 
Gibbs measures for that realization of the potential are studied. (So each U x 
is considered as a random "vector" (U x( a), a E sx). The probability distri
bution of the collection U x, X cc zd, will be denoted by .9. Expectations 
w.r.t . . 9 are denoted by 6'. Besides the (uniform) finite range condition stated 
before, we will assume a form of spatial independence and shift invariance. 
More precisely, we have the following assumptions. 

Finite range of the interactions: :J an integer r ::::: 0 such that for each 
X cc zd with diam(X) > r, .'!JJ(U x = 0) = 1. 

Spatial independence of the interactions: the U x, X cc zd are indepen
dent. 

Shift invariance of the distributions of the potentials: v u E Z11 ( u X+v< (T + 
u), rr E SX) =d (U x(cr), cr E Sx). 

Note that the last condition is the natural analog for random interactions 
of the shift invariance condition for fixed potentials meant at the end of the 
previous subsection. 

An analog of the uniqueness question in the previous subsection is now the 
question whether, for ;:YJ-almost all u X• x cc zd there is a unique Gibbs 
measure. 

Related to the question of uniqueness of the infinite volume Gibbs mea
sure are questions concerning (uniform) mixing properties of the finite volume 
Gibbs measures. We define the following analogs (for random interactions) of 
the usual weak and strong mixing conditions as given, for example, in Mar
tinelli, Olivieri and Schonmann (1994). 

DEFINITION 1. Let A CC zd. 
(a) We say that the (random) Gibbs measures I-LA, r E Sill\ are weak mixing 

in expectation with constants C, JI > 0 [notation: WME(A, C, JI)], if for all 
Li cc A, 

(7) c[r_r;:::,,.,Var(t-tA,6'/.L~,tl)] :::C L. exp(-J1llx-yll). 
XE.!l, .YEri,\ 

(b) We say that the (random) Gibbs measures /.l~, r E Sr1A are strong mixing 
in expectation with constants C, JI > 0 [notation: SME(A, C, JI)], if for all 
Li CC A and all y E BA, 

(8) 

where the superscript* denotes that we maximize over those pairs r, r' which 
agree off y, that is, which satisfy ri = r;, i =f. y. 
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REMARKS. (i) In the special case where .!/1 is degenerate, that is, where the 
interactions are fixed and translation invariant, these definitions are exactly 
the definitions of the weak and strong mixing properties in Martinelli, Olivieri 
and Schonmann (1994). 

(ii) The expression in the l.h.s. of Definition l(a) and (b) should be read as 
follows: for fixed U x's it is perfectly well defined, and includes only a finite (but 
large) computation. Note that only those U x are involved with X c Au iJA. 
Now average this expression, w.r.t . . ?J, over all possible values of these U x's. 

(iii) From (1) it follows that SME(A, C, y) indeed implies WME(A, C, y). 

Since A is finite (and variational distances are bounded by ll, it is clear 
that weak and strong mixing always hold for sufficiently large C (or small 
Ji). The definitions become more meaningful when they hold uniformly for an 
infinite class of A's. This motivates the following definitions. 

DEFINITION 2. Let I' be a collection of finite subsets of zd. 
(a) We say that the Gibbs measures on A, A E r are weak mixing in expec

tation with constants C, y > 0 [notation: WME( r, C. y )I, if for each ,\ E f we 
have WME(A, C, y). 

(b) We say that the system is weak mixing in expectation for r [notation: 
WME(f)] if there exist C, y > 0 such that WME(f, C. y) holds. 

(c) Analogously, define SME(I', C, y) and SME(f). 

REMARK. We will often use terminology like "weak mixing in expectation 
for rectangles" or "SME( Cubes, C, y )." It should be clear to the reader that this 
means WME(f) and SME(f', C, y), respectively, where f is the set of Ac zd 
of the form x + ([O, nil x [O, n2l x ... x [O, ndl nzd), n1, ... 'nd EN, x E zt1, 
and f' the set of all subsets of zd of the form x + ( [ 0, n ]d n zct), n E N, x E zd. 

In the case of fixed, shift-invariant interactions, it is well known that weak 
mixing for an appropriate class r implies uniqueness of the Gibbs measure. 
The analog for random interactions also holds, and its proof is a rather 
straightforward adaptation of that for fixed interactions, but will be given for 
completeness. 

LEMMA 1. Let r be a nested collection of' finite subsets of zd whose union 
is zd. If' the system is weak mixing in expectation for r then, for .::JJ-almost all 
realizations of' the interactions there is a unique Gibbs measure. 

PROOF. Let X 1 , X2 , ... be a subcollection ofr such that each X,, contains 
the cube [ -n, n y1 n zd. From WME(r) it follows that there exist C and 'Y > 0 
such that for each~ cc zd, 

c( T, ~~\'." Var(µx,,.~' /.L~,, •. :J) ::: Cl~lliJX,, I exp(-yd(:J., ;;X,, )). 
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for all sufficiently large n. For each such a this is clearly exponentially 
bounded in n, so its sum over n is finite. Using Borel-Cantelli, we conclude 
that, for &'-almost all values of the interactions, 

(9) 

Finally, (9) implies uniqueness. The last holds because, ifµ and µ' both are 
Gibbs measures, then, for each a cc zd and each n with ..:l c Xn, the re
strictions /.Lb. andµ~ ofµ. andµ.,' to ..:l are both convex combinations of µx,,.,::,., 
T E SllX., so that [use (2)] 

Var(µ,::,., µ~):;: max (µ'X ,::,.. µ~ b.). 
T,T'ES(~Xn ni 11 ' 

Keeping '1 fixed and letting n-+ oo, (9) implies that µt:. = µ.~. This holds for 
every~ CC zd, henceµ=µ'. D 

3. Statement of the main results. From now on we concentrate on the 
two-dimensional case. Our main results are Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 be
low. First we state some extra definitions. 

Let An,m denote the rectangle [O, n] x [O, m] n Z2 , and An the square An.n· 
For a rectangle A, we denote by Rk(A) the rectangle on the right of A of 

which one side has the same length as the corresponding side of A, and the 
other has length k. We define Lk(A), Bk(A) and Tk(A) as similar rectangles 
on the left, bottom and top of A, respectively. 

Further, MH(A) and MV(A) denote the horizontal and vertical middle strip 
of width r - 1 of A, respectively. More precisely, if A = An, m, then 

Rk(A) = Ak,m + (n + 1, 0), 

Lk(A) = Ak,m + (-(k + 1), 0), 

Tk(A) = An,k + (0, (m + 1)), 

Bk(A) = An,k + (0, -(k + 1)), 

MH(A) - [O ] [ m - ( r - 1) m + ( r - 1) J z2 - ,n x 2 , 2 n , 

and, for a general rectangle A+ x, x E Z2 , we define (naturally) Rk(A + x) = 
Rk(A} + x, and so on. 

REMARK. If m and r -1 do not have the same parity, then, in the definition 
of MH(A), we replace r - 1 by r. A similar remark holds for MV(A). 
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DEFINITION 3. Let n E N, n > r and s > 0. 

(i) F(n, .s) is the condition that 

6'( max Var(µ; . . , J.LT' )) 
1,-r'Ei..~V\;·~ri ,\:l11•·\,1+(n,n) !\~n,An+(n,n) 

(10) +2c( m'~x Var(µT ,µ 1 ' )) 
T, T'E8"'" A,,, MH(A,,) A,,, MH(A,,) 

+ 26)( rrl'a.x Var(µ~ MV(,\ )' 1-< MV(' )l) < s, 
T, T'ES',1:\11 n• , !/. n• J\n 
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where* denotes that the maximum is taken over those pairs r, r' with r = r' 
on R,. i(A") UL,. 1(A 11 ), and** that the maximum is taken over those pairs 
r, r' with r = T 1 on T,. .. 1(An) U B,._ 1(A11 ). 

(ii) G(n, s) is the property that F(n, s) holds and, in addition, (10) holds 
if in the second and third term A11 is replaced by Azn+l. n and An, zn+l• respec
tively. 

REMARKS. 

(iJ Although the l.h.s of (10) looks (by the inevitable notation) at first si~ 
rather complicated, it is, in ordinary language, quite simple and natural. 'I 
first term is the expected influence of the boundary of a 3n x 3n square 1 

its central n x n square, and the second (respectively, third) term twice th, 
influence of the top and bottom (left and right) boundary of an n x n square 
on its horizontal (vertical) middle strip of width r - 1. It would be nice if a yet 
simpler expression than ( 10) (for instance one similar to its first term only) 
would be sufficient for our purpose, but we have made no progress in that 
direction: it seems that all terms of (10) are essential in our arguments. 

(ii) We are mainly interested in F(n, s); G(n, s) has been defined for tech
nical reasons. Trivially G(n, s) implies F(n, s). It will appear later that if 
F(n, s) holds for some n and a sufficiently smalls, then for each s' G(m, s') 
holds for all sufficiently large m. It is somewhat annoying that this can not 
be easily proved a priori. 

In Proposition l(b) below, we mention the class "unions of(3n+2) x (3n+2) 
squares." This class, which we call r for the moment, is defined as follows. First 
of an, for each k, l E Z, Su := Aan+2 + (3k(n + 1), 3l(n + 1)) is in r. (These 
s ''· /s form a partition of Z2 ). Further, if A E r, s k, l c A and I k' - k I + I 
l' -- l I= 1, then AU Sk'.l' EI'. 

Let (see the remark at the end of Section 4) 

(11) 
• 1 
8 := 16' 

PROPOSITION l. The following implications hold. 

(a) F'( n, i:) => SME(rectangles whose sides have length n + a multiple of 
2(n + 1)) and SME(squares). 
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(b) G(n, e) :=} SME(unions of (3n + 2) x (3n + 2) squares). 
(c) WME(rectangles) :=} 3 n G(n, e) 

THEOREM 1. The following system of implications holds: 

3 n F(n, e) ~ WME(rectangles) 

~ WME(arbitrary sets) 

(12) ~ 3 n SME(unions of (3n + 2) x (3n + 2) squares) 

:=} SME(squares) 

:=}almost-sure uniqueness of the Gibbs measure. 

This result includes an extension for random interactions of the result of 
Martinelli, Olivieri and Schonmann ( 1994) that, for two-dimensional lattice 
spin systems, weak mixing implies strong mixing. 

4. Proof of the main results. 

PROOF OF PROPOSITION l<a). See Figure 1. Let k, l > 0 and A = 
An+2k(n+lJ, n+21(n+lJ· An important role will be played by the squares B,, .i := 
An+ ((2i + l)(n + 1), (2j + l)(n + 1)), 0 s i ::; k - 1, 0 ::: j s l - 1. In 
the remainder of this proof a room will always mean a set of this form. Two 
rooms, Bi.,; and Bu, are called neighbors (or adjacent) if Ii -k I + I j-l I= 1. 
They are called *-neighbors if they are neighbors or I i - k l=I j - l I= 1. A 
corridor is a certain strip of width r - 1 and length n connecting two adjacent 
rooms (or a room and IJAJ. More precisely, if B is a room, and B' its right 
neighbor, then their corridor is the set MH(B + (n + 1. 0)). The definitions 
for a corridor between two vertical neighbors or between a room and ;1A are 
similar. Note that each room has exactly four corridors. 

Let ii c A, y E !JA, and r, r' E sr1\ r = r' off y. To prove the desired 
result, our strategy is to construct an appropriate coupling of µr\.:. and µ.~,6.· 
In fact, we will construct, step by step, simultaneously two realizations a and 
a' E 8')/\ in such a way that a has distribution µ ~, a' haH diHtribution µ1~, and 
the probability that a and a' are not identical on .i is bounded from above by 
a suitable expression. For notational reasons, we first extend a and cl to flA 
by taking a,11\ = Tr1!\ and a;),\ = <i.\. In each step, one or more blank subsets of 
A will be treated. By a blank set we mean a set whose verticeH have not yet 
received an (a, a') value, and by treating a blank set V we mean the following: 
let W denote the set of all blank VElrtices at that stage I so V c W J. Compare 
the two distributions µ.';;?'v and µ'~~v· Tako an optimal coupling P of these 
distributions and draw the pair (ay, a'v) according to P. If <~v = a'v, we say 
that the treatment of V has been succesr;ful; otherwise we i;ay that it has 
failed. 

The procedure, which can be considered as a rescaled version of the single
site procedure in van den Berg and Maes 09941 will now be dei;cribed in 
more detail. This part will hold for each fixed choice of the realizations (i.e., 
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the proof of Proposition 1 (with k = l = 4, n = 3, r = 2; the most south· 
west "room" shows the underlying lattice points). The picture shows a possible configuration just 
before the final stage of the coupling procedure. The numbers indicate the order in which rooms 
have been treated. Successfully treated rooms and "corridors" are grey; the initial bad room, and 
unsuccessfully treated rooms and corridors are solid. The set il is separated from the "bad regions" 
by a "contour" consisting of rooms 5, 6, 11, 9, 10 and 8 and the corridors connecting them. 

the randomness of the interactions plays no role here). Afterwards [similarly 
to what was done for the single-site case in Gielis and Maes (1995)) we will 
average (w.r.t. fjlJ) over the possible values of the potentials to get the result. 

First take an arbitrary order on the set of rooms. Next we take a room 
at minimal distance from y and declare it "bad." This is the initial bad room, 
which we denote by n°. Each step except the final one in the procedure consists 
of the following substeps: if there is no room which is still blank and which is 
*-adjacent to a room which has been treated before and declared bad, do the fi
nal step of the procedure (which will be explained below), otherwise do the 
following. Take the room B which has the above property and is minimal in the 
order mentioned before. Treat Bin the sense explained above. If the treatment 
fails, declare B bad and go to the next step in the procedure. However, if 
it succeeds, we do the next substep of the present step as follows: if B has 
a neighbor on the right which has already been declared good (or if B has 
distance n + 1 to the right side of A), we treat the corresponding corridor t. If 
this treatment is not successful, we declare B bad and proceed with the next 
step, otherwise go to the next substep, which consists of treating the upper 
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corridor of B (if it has a good upper neighbor or distance n + l to the top side of 
A) and so on. If for each corridor of B which connects B with a good neighbor 
(or with BAJ the treatment is successful, we declare B to be good. 

The final part of the procedure takes place when there is no room satis
fying the condition at the beginning of the step description above (i.e., there 
is no room which has not yet been treated and is *-adjacent to a bad room). 
When this happens, we treat each of the remaining blank vertices one by one 
(according to some order, the choice of which is irrelevant for our purpose). 

Now we have constructed a pair (a,\, <r\) and we have to show several 
properties. First of all, we must show that this is indeed a coupling, that is, 
that a;. has distribution µ..~ and a' has distribution µ..~. This is intuitively 
obvious and can be proved quite easily in more generality, with A an arbitrary 
set, and Ai. A2 , ... , Ak pairwise disjoint subsets of A, where at each step 
a new Ai (the choice of which may depend on the situation at that moment) 
is treated, until no appropriate A; is available and the remaining points are 
treated, by induction on k, quite similarly to what is done in van den Berg and 
Maes (1994). On the arguments of van den Berg and Maes, each A; consists 
of one element, but that appears to be immaterial. J 

Further, we need an upper bound on the probability that er and c/ do not 
agree on A. To do this, note the following: first, it is clear from the procedure 
that every bad room, except, possibly, the initial one, has at least one bad 
*-neighbor. Further, the final step in the procedure is taken if no appropriate 
room is available. So, at that moment, all *-neighbors of each bad room have 
already received a label "good" or "bad". From this (and the definitions of good 
and bad) it follows that, at that stage, every blank vertex which has sufficiently 
large distance (one can check that 2n + 3 is sufficient) from every bad room, 
is separated from the set of those vertices where at that moment <¥ and a' 
disagree, by a contour of width greater than or equal to r · 1 on which a and 
a' agree. (This contour consists of good rooms, successfolly treated corridors 
and parts of /IA). Hence, by the Markov property, it is clear that these blank 
vertices will be successfully treated in the final stage. We conclude that if, at 
the end of the procedure, a; =f:. a; for a vertex i, then them must be a *-path 
of bad rooms from y to i. By this we mean a sequence of distinct bad rooms 
B 1, B2 , ••• Bk, where B1 is the initial bad room B0 , B 11 has distance ::: 2n + 3 
from i, and each B1 is a *-neighbor of B;, 1, 1 i .:::: k 1. Moreover, it is not 
difficult to check (and a common trick in percolation theory J that this *-path 
has a subsequence B 11 = B 1, B1", •. • , Bi 1 which is a **-path (of length lJ from y 
to i. By this we mean that no two rooms in this subsequence are *-neighbors; 
for each j 1 < ;· < l - 1 B · and B have a common *-m•igrhbor and B · •' - • - ' ll , I 111 , . ,, . . ~ . lf 

has distance less than or equal to 4n. + 6 from i. It will soon become clear why 
**-paths are more suitable for our arguments than *-paths. 

Also, note the following. By the environment of a room, we mean the ;3n x :3n 
square in which it is centered. Consider a substep in the coupling procedure in 
which a certain room B is treated .. From the rules of the procedure it follows 
that, when we start this substep, each vertex in the environment T of Bis still 
blank. Hence (using the Markov property), th<~ two conditional distributions 
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~*~Band µ,~~B (with Was in the description of treatment) are both mixtures 
f distributions of the form µ,; 8 , 'Y E SilT. Hence, by (2), the probability that 
he treatment of B fails is at most 

.fote that this corresponds with the expression of which the expectation is 
aken in the first term of (10). Finally, suppose we have just successfully 
reated a room B which has a good neighbor on the right. Now we consider the 
orridor t between them. From the description of the procedure, it follows that 
Lt this stage the set R := B + (n + 1, 0) (which contains t) is still blank, and 
hat a= <Y.1 on the vertical boundaries Lr_1(R) and Rr_1(R) (because the first 
s contained in B and the second in the right neighbor of B and these have 
1oth, by assumption, successfully been treated). So, no matter what happened 
1efore, by arguments similar to those used for the treatment of B above, the 
1robability that the treatment of t fails is at most 

• ("Y y') qR := max Var JLR t• JLR t , 
y, y'eS•R ' ' 

vhere the* means that 'Y = y' on the left and right boundary of R. Note that 
his corresponds with the expression of which the expectation is taken in the 
:econd term of (10). The cases where the corridor goes to a neighbor on the 
eft, below or above, or to aA, are quite similar. 

We conclude that the probability that a room B :f. B0 is declared bad is, no 
natter what happened before in the procedure, at most 

13) 
4 

PB:= qB + L qRi' 
i=l 

ivhere R 1 = B + (n + 1, 0), R 2 = B + (0, n + 1), R 3 = B - (n + 1, 0), R4 = 
9-(0,(n+l)). 

Summarizing we have that, at the end of the procedure, (i) if, for some 
rertex i, ai :f. a;, then there is a **-path of bad rooms from y to i, and (ii) the 
:ollection of random variables l(B is bad), Ba room :f. B0 , is stochastically 
laminated by a collection of independent, Bernoulli random variables, indexed 
>y the set of rooms B :f. B0, and with parameters p B. 

Hence we get 

max Var(µ,f., ii' JL~. ii) 
T, T1ESA, T5T1 off y 

14) .'.:: P(aii :f. a~) 

_::: P(there exists a **-path of bad rooms from y to .:i). 

:-:Iowever, a **-path as in the last inequality clearly has length at least a 
!onstant C1 (which depends only on n) times d(y, .:i). So the last probability 
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in (14) is at most 

(15) n PB, 
?T: l?Tl=[C1d(y, A)] BE?T 

where 'TT is a **-path from y, l'TTI denotes the length of 7T, and[·] denotes integer 
part. 

The above holds for fixed values of the potentials. When the potentials are 
random, we take the expected value (w.r.t. the distribution of the potentials) 
and get, from (14) and (15), 

(16) tt>( _max, Var(µA,MIL~.A)) ::5 LG°( n PB), 
T, T'eS•h, ,,..,,,,. off y ?T Be?T 

where the sum is over the same **-paths as in (15). Now note that each PB is 
a function only of those interactions U x where X intersects the environment 
of B. From this it follows that, if we have a collection ofrooms no two of which 
are *-neighbors (as is the case in a **-path), then their p B's are independent 
random variables. Finally, it is easy to see that the number of **-paths from y 
oflength k is at most 16k-1. So the r.h.s. of (16) is at most rnk-l x 6'(p8 )k-l, 

where k = [C1d(y, 6.)] and Ban arbitrary room. Since G°(PB) is exactly the 
l.h.s. of (10), SME now follows immediately from F(n, e). This completes the 
proof of the first part of Proposition l(a). 

The proof that F(n, e) implies SME(squares) is very similar and therefore 
we only give a brief sketch. Consider a square A = A.1. We assume that the 
vertex y = (y1, y2 ) where rand r' differ, satisfies y 2 < 0 and y 1 :::; l/2. Because 
of symmetry, all other cases can be handled very similarly. The problem now 
is that the length l of A is generally not of the form assumed in the proof of 
the first part of this proposition, so that the rooms Bi, j do not fit properly 
near the right and top side of A. However, this problem turns out to be minor: 
we do the step-by-step coupling procedure as before, but, as soon as a room 
near the right or top side of A is declared bad, we go to the final step in the 
procedure (in which all the remaining vertices are treated). The effect of this 
is that, instead of the expression in the r.h.s. of (14), we now get 

P(there exists a **-path of bad rooms from y 
to a or to the right or top side of A). 

Now it is clear that the distance from y to the right or top side of A is at least a 
constant factor times the distance from y to a. This leads, in the remainder of 
the proof, to a correcting factor in the length of the **-path 'TT, which eventually 
leads to an adaptation of the exponent y in the definition of SME. 

This completes the proof of Proposition l(a). o 

PROOF OF PROPOSITION l(b). Note that a 3n + 2 square is the smallest 
square which belongs to the class considered in Proposition l(a). In fact, the 
proof is very similar to to that of Proposition l(a). Again we do the step-by-step 
coupling procedure. The main difference is that now the role of the 'rooms' is 
played by the center n x n squares in the (3n + 2) x (3n + 2) "building blocks." 
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The consequence is that now many corridors (namely those between centers 
of adjacent building blocks) have length 2n + 1 instead of n. But this is taken 
care of by the extra conditions in G(n, i). 

PROOF OF PROPOSITION l(c). This proof strongly uses an idea in Martinelli, 
Olivieri and Schonmann (1994). A subtle (but,as it turns out, not serious) ex
tra complication is that, in our case, the interactions are, although finite, not 
necessarily uniformly bounded. We will show that if WME(rectangles, C, y) 
holds, then each term in the l.h.s. of the definition of G(n, e) can be made ar
bitrarily small by taking n sufficiently large. As to the first term of (10), this is 
obvious, because WME implies that it is at most CIAn I laA3n I exp( -2yn ), which 
goes to 0 as n --+ oo since the factor in front of the exponential expression is 
polynomially bounded in n. The proof for the other terms is more complicated 
and laborious. We restrict to the second term in (10); the others are completely 
analogous. 

So consider the square A = An, its left boundary Ll = Lr_1(A), right 
boundary £ 2 = Rr_ 1(A) and middle strip M = MH(A). 

Again we first make calculations for fixed potentials. Above and below M 
we construct translates of M at distances [,Jn] from each other, that is, define 
Mi = M +(O, i[ Jn]), i E Z. Let m be the largest i with Mi UBM; c AUL1 UL 2• 

We want an upper bound for Var(µf.. M•µ~ M), where rand r' E BA are 
equal on L 1 and £ 2• To do this, we again construct, step by step, two realiza
tions a and a' on A which have distribution µ,f.. and µ,~, respectively. (As in 
Proposition l(a), we extend to aA by setting a 11A := r and a~A := r'). The global 
organization of the step-by-step construction is easier than in Proposition l(a), 
and we describe it very briefly. First we treat Mm· If this is not successful, 
we treat Mm-l• and so on. As soon as we have success, we go to the M's with 
negative indices, starting with M -m• then M-m+l• and so on. until we have 
success again. Then we do the final step in which all remaining vertices are 
treated. 

Now consider some step in the above procedure in which a certain Mi 
is treated. It is clear that, no matter what happened in previous steps, the 
probability of not having success is at most 

(17) max _ Var(µ,&. M, µo;; M)' 
w,w'eSaMi 1• 1 11 1 

where Mi is the rectangle obtained from Mi by extension to top and bottom 
by an amount [iJnl (i.e., M; = M; U T[(l/4).foJ(M;) U B[(l/4).JilJ(Mi)). To give 
an upper bound for the variational distance in (17), we use a~ain a coupling 
argument. First we take an optimal coupling on that part Mi of Mi which 
has distance greater than or equal to l from L 1 and £ 2 , where l is a constant 
which will be determined later. The probability that this coupling is successful 
is at least 

1- Var(µMw". M·' µo;; M ). 
P l P I 
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Then, on the remaining part of M; we take the product coupling. Clearly, the 

probability that the product coupling is successful is at least 

. ({ µ (SO). f3 S'ilM, )vf,), 8 E sM, M, l) .. 
X; := m1n J.LM,\M, u . E.._ f 

Hence, the expression in (17) is at most 

(18) 

So the probability that none of the treatments of M 1 'H with positive i's or 

none of the treatments for M;'s with negative i's is successful, is at most 

n~1 qi+ n7~ 1 q_;. Further, if one of the positive steps and orw of the negative 

steps is successful, then, in the final step, by the Markov property, we get 

aM = aM. Summarizing, for fixed interactions we have 

m tn 

(19) Var(J.L~.M·l-l~,M) .:Sn q, + n </ ,, 
i·d i. I 

for all pairs r, r 1 E saA which agree on L 1 UL'!.. 

Now we turn to the case of random interactions. For each realization of 

the interactions, (19) hold8. The q/s are now random variables, becauRe they 

depend on the interactions. Note that each q 1 depends only on those U x with 

X c M; U aM;, and the sets M1 U 11M1 are pairwise disjoint. Hence, the q;'s 

are independent random variables. By the shift-invariance prn1H·rty of .:JJ, they 

are also identically distributed. Hence, from ( 19 l we get 

(20) rf( , "'' rn_a~ . Var(µ,~. M• µ.,~. M)) ·_ ~i''( qq )111 • 
r, T 1,S , r~,r on f, 11,J,1. 

Further, from (18J we have for each i, 

(21) 6'(qd = 1- rf(x;( 1- ",-~,~~•t, Var(1<~1 • M,, P-'.;'1, . .tt,)) ). 

To give an upper bound for this, we first use WME, which implit•H 

o'( max Var(µ,"'. .,µ,'": )). 
, . ,.,,M M,, M, M,, M, 

ll), (J) F:1") I 

SC L L exp(--y//x - .vii) 
(22) xcM, yc:f, 1 •.Jf, 0~ 

+c exp( Yll.x 

::S C2 exp(-yl) + C:Jn exp( y./h/4 ), 

where C2 and C:i are constants which depend on C and r only. Now take l so 

that 3C2exp(-yl) < 1. Next, let K be such that .J"(x, .. K) • I/i. (Note that 
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such a K exists by the finiteness of the interactions I. We get, by elementary 
manipulations of conditional probabilities, 

6'(x1 (l- max Var(µ~ ,;,·µ.'"- _ ))) 
w.w·t.S"\11 i• i M,.M1 

~~K(l-26'( max Var(µ~ .,µ"'- ·l)). 
w,w'ES"ll, ,, M, M,. M, 

From (21), (22J and (23) we get 

6'(qj) ::: 1 - ~ K( 1 - 2C2 exp(-yl) - 2C3n exp(-yJ1i/4)). 

Now, by taking n sufficiently large, we get 

6'(q;) < 1- ~K(l-3C:.iexp(-yl)), 

which does not depend on n and is smaller than 1. Finally, by taking n even 
larger, we can, of course, get m as large as we want, and hence l.'(q, )m as 
small as we want, which, by (20), completes the proof. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We will show that 

3 n F(n, e) => WME(Rectangles) => 3 n G(n, e) 

(24) => 3 n SME(unions of (3n + 2) x (3n + 2) squares) 

=> WME(arbitrary sets)=> 3 n F(n, e). 
This, together with the second assertion of Proposition l(a), and Lemma 1 
immediately yields Theorem 1. As to the first implication in (24), suppose 
F(n, e) holds. Then, by Proposition l(a}, for some C and y > 0, we have 
WME(r. C, y), where r is the set of rectangles whose sides have length n + 
a multiple of 2(n + 1). Now let A be a rectangle and .i c.\. First we assume 
that d(.i, aA) is sufficiently large, so that there is a rectangle A Er such that 
.i c A c A, and each y E aA has distance :s 3n to iJA. By the Markov property 
and WME( .\, C, y) we have 

(25) 
:5 L C exp( -yllx - Ylll· 

XEj., yEC!.\ 

By the special properties of A it is easy to see that the last is at most 
Lx.o~ :L vE,l\ C' exp(-Yllx - Yll ), for some appropriate C' which depends on n 
but not ·on A or .i. Finally, to deal with those cases where .i does not satisfy the 
assumption above, that is, those cases where d(ii, ilA) is too small, note that 
variational distances are always less than or equal to 1. Hence, by replacing 
C' by a sufficiently large C", it is clear that we have WME(rectangles, C", 'Y·) 

This proves the first implication. 
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The second and the last implication follow immediately from Proposition 
l(c). The third is exactly Proposition l(b). The fourth can be proved in the 
same way as the first: assume first that d(L\, aA) is sufficiently large so that 
we can approximate A by some appropriate A c A which contains L\ and is 
a union of disjoint 3n x 3n squares. Afterwards, adapt the constant in the 
definition of WME to deal with the case where d(L\, a A) is small. D 

Further remarks. Our main purpose was the introduction of a constructive 
finite-volume condition for an intuitively reasonable mixing property (which 
implies almost sure uniqueness of the Gibbs measure). We have not strived 
for optimality of the condition here. There are various refinements of the proof 
of Proposition l(a) which will (or might) lead to such an improvement. 

First of all, a more precise estimate of the number of **-paths easily gives 
rise to a larger e. In the special case where l?J is degenerate (i.e., the clas
sical case of fixed, shift-invariant interactions), the local dependence of the 
variables PB (which forced us to deal with **-paths instead of *-paths) has 
disappeared, and we observe that (similarly to the single-site case in van den 
Berg and Maes) the set of bad rooms is stochastically dominated by the open 
*-cluster of ordinary site percolation (with parameter PB) on Z2 • This leads to 
the conclusion that for that case we can replace e by the critical probability 
of the above-mentioned percolation model for which reasonable lower bounds 
exist. This could (still for the case of fixed interactions) be further improved 
by comparison with a so-called mixed site-bond percolation model on Z2 where 
the sites correspond with rooms and the bonds with corridors. The above ar
guments may suggest that in the general case of random interactions, one 
can benefit more from knowledge of locally dependent percolation models, but 
we do not see how that would lead to an explicit improvement (in fact, the 
theory of locally dependent percolation is much less developed than that of 
independent percolation). For more information on percolation, see Grimmett 
(1989). 

A different kind of improvement is obtained by noting that, in the proof of 
Proposition l(a), the expression qB + L:[=1 qR, can obviously be replaced by 
1 - (1 - qB)Df=1(1- qR,), which would lead to a similar replacement of the 
l.h.s. of (10). 

However, in practice, the main difficulty in handling the condition F( n, e) is 
not the relatively small value of e, but rather the fact that the evaluation of the 
terms in the l.h.s. of (10) is extremely computer intensive, even for relatively 
small values of n. Even obtaining Monte Carlo results is not easy, because it 
is usually not a priori clear what, for a given choice of the interactions, the 
"worst" pair T, T 1 is. This difficulty already arises in handling the Dobrushin
Shlosman ( 1986) condition, but for us, since we deal with random interactions, 
this difficulty is multiplied because we have to face it for all (or, in the case 
of Monte Carlo simulation, many) realizations of the interactions. Therefore, 
the results in this paper are, for the time being, mainly of theoretical interest 
and give rise to further interesting questions. For instance, consider the spin
glass model (with parameter J > 0), mentioned in Section 1. Is it natural 
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to believe that there exists an n such that F(n, e) holds for all values of J? 
If so, this would mean that the conjecture that, for each J, this system has, 
almost surely, a unique Gibbs measure, is, essentially, a finite (but very large) 
problem. 
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